
 
Write FTA

Warmup Given that

10,192 24.7
zonsideband

and

271,656 23.32.73.11

compute god 10,192 271,656
and
Icm 10,192 271,656

The Division by a prime Let p be
a prime number Then for all

xyez if ply then pix or ply

xyz o modp
X O mode

or

yeo modp

Note The requirement that p
be
prime is

important

Ex 4 6.10 since 610 60 4.15 but 446
and 4710



Proof Let p be a prime and x yeZ
Suppose play

If plx then we are done
So

suppose ptx We must showthat ply
Since ptx god pix I Hw 15

Thus by the reverse Euclidean

Algorithm there exist u vez
such that

Pu xv I

Multiply by y to get
pay xyv y

Since plpuy and plxyu we have

ply as desired
q



Con Let p be
a prime For each new

and all X xz Xue 2 if plexixz xn
then p divides at least one of x xz Xn

Proof Let Pla be the sentence

For all xp xn ez if ply xn then

p
divides at least one of the x

We will prove Pln
holds for all new

by induction

BaseCase Pll is automatically time

since if plx then pix

Inductrestep Let me IN and suppose
Pln is true

Let Xi xn EZ and suppose

p x Xn Xna

By the theorem on division by a

prime Plex xn or plan



If plex xn then by Pln plxi
for some Kien and we have

the desired conclusion

If plan then we also have the
desired conclusion

In either case Platt is true completing

the inductive step
oh



gttijt.it I.tmdm
as a product of primes d

upto commutativity

In practice finding the prime factorization is HARI

But the FTA has many applications in
theoretical math

In particular we can re cast statements
about divisibility in terms of prime factorizations



Let a 632 be integers

For any prime p

pla
P appears in the prime
factorization of a

every prime in the prime
a f

factorization of a appears
at least as many times in

thepimerizationf b

The prime divisors of god a b are the

prime divisors that a and b have inemmon

The number of times a prime p
appears in the factorization of godla b
is the smaller of
the numberof times p appears in the

factorizationofa
i i f

god a b L a and b have no

prime divisors in common

a and b are relatidypie



Ex a 96 25.3 59 6 180 22 32.5

god 96,180 22 3 12

We can compute the least common

multiple HW 14 similarly

I cm 96,180 25.32 5 1440

In heavier notation

Let a 622 We can write their prime
factorizations as

a pipe pi
and

f pf.pt put
where

pi ph is the complete list of
primes which divide a ar b and

e 20 and fi 20
for all i



Then
a b e e Efi for all i

It follows that

god a b p.minle.fi pminlesfd paminlen.fa

and

lem a b p
mateftp.maxlesfd pumaxlen.fr

Thy Let a beIN Then

god ab lcm a 6 ab

Equivalently tamlab gag and godlab tomcat

Proof Write
a pipit pi and b p.f.pt path

as above




